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About IQ Digital Signage
IQ Digital Signage displays a sequence of digital content on an unlimited number of devices and provides full
remote control using a web-based administration interface.
The platform is low cost, lightweight and includes advanced targeting, reporting and interactivity features.

Android

Scalability

Use low cost Android devices to
deploy thousands of screens

Scale quickly with Amazon EC2
and other cloud providers

Management

Layouts

Integrations

Centrally manage your content,
devices, users and groups

Create your own layout and display
multiple channels of live content

Take advantage of third party
services with our open APIs

Statistics
89%
of customers respond
positively to digital signage
at the point of sale.
(Source: KPMG - 2006)

70%
of purchasing decisions are
made at the point of sale.
(Source: Popai - 2007)

75%
of vizitors can remember a
digital signage media.
(Source: Ipsos - 2006)

+24%
average increase in sales
during digital signage
campaigns.
(Source: Popai - 2007)
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Target your audience
Targeting allows you to display relevant media to your audience. Trigger new
content based on advanced criteria.
Targeting defines where, when and what content is displayed on a channel.

Face Counting

QR Code

Active Period

Use a built in or external
camera to count your viewers

Connect with viewers by
displaying QR codes

Schedule content to display at
predefined times

Geolocation

Display Time

Target content and adverts
based on geographical location

Control how long content is

Interaction Stats
Track interactions and measure
viewer engagement

Who for?
Advertisers
Target consumers by sending
adverts to multiple screens

Target your audience with relevant
and up-to-date adverts, news and
announcements

Publishers
Deploy a digital signage network
and generate advertising

Engage your customers with
interactive touch screens, QR codes
and NFC technology

Track impressions, clicks and
conversions with advanced reporting
and analytics
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Technology
IQ Digital Signage is the next generation of digital signage using the latest technology to provide unrivaled
scalability.

Admin Interface
Publishers

Content Delivery
Network

Server

Advertisers

Third-party Integrations

Player

IQ Admin Interface

provides a simple way to manage digital signage networks.

IQ Server

the communications hub connecting the Admin Interface to your devices.

IQ Player software

connects your Android, Raspberry Pi or PC to the IQ Server.

Content Delivery
Network

optimised image and video data transfers using Content Delivery Networks.

Third Party
Integrations

The IQ APIs enable integration to third party applications.
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Flexible & Smart Software Solutions

Easy installation &
software updates.
Installing and updating is as easy as
installing an app on your mobile phone;
updates are handled painlessly without
interrupting playback.

Robust and
dependable
Android has proven to be reliable & robust.
Building on this, IQ Digital Signage platform
auto-recovers from power, network or
software problems to keep your media on
schedule.

Multiscreen
scheduling
Group, manage, schedule & deploy
media to tens, hundreds, or thousands
of screens in any number of locations.

Choose your desired display
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Your Benefits

Reduce your
maintenance costs
by up to 70%

View the remote
screen as it
plays content

Optimise your
File system
and Process
management

Contact us:
We'd love to hear from you:
ASTRA SISTEME INTEGRATE SRL
SHOWROOM Calea Griviței nr. 198, sector 1
București  010754
Tel.: +4 031 425 68 83; 0729 30 80 90
Fax: +4 031 425 68 84.
e-mail: office@astra.com.ro; www.astra.com.ro

